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YAYASAN REALINO SEKSI PENGABDIAN MASYARAKAT
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WALKING WITH THE POOR: EMPOWERING COMMUNITY

RSPM/05.b.088/XII/2021

The year 2021 is not an easy year for us regarding to our effort accompanying the most

vulnerable, poor, and marginalized people and communities in Yogyakarta. As Covid-19 is

being part of our daily life nowadays, there are many aspects of our life impacted and

changed. Of course, we must deal with the pandemic time where our activities and

movements are limited. We need to follow the health protocol of Covid-19 every day for our

common good. Taking care of each other is eminently important right now more than ever.

We encounter the reality that we cannot organize our activities with children and people we

accompanied like before when we can have more activities, physical contact, without mask,

etc. That is the main reason we need time to prepare better our accompaniment in Jombor,

Bongsuwung, and Pingit Community. We inform them this situation, discuss, and

communicate with them, especially the coordinator of these communities, to find the right

and best way providing useful activities. In this actual crisis of our world, many people we

served in Yogyakarta are found totally vulnerable and really need help like in Jombor,

Bongsuwung, and Pingit.

It was worst in the middle of this year, around June and July 2021, when the second

wave of Covid-19 occurred in Indonesia. Realino - SPM was paralyzed because of this

situation. Some of our staff are affected by corona virus so that they must be in quarantine

for weeks. And again, we had to stop our activities some weeks. Waiting for the situation got

better, then in August 2021, we started our activities again with people in the communities.

Our volunteers, around 20 young students from some universities in Yogyakarta, participate

in and help us organizing some programs with children and adults in this new normal era.

Their support in Realino - SPM is significant in second semester. As the result, the children of

Jombor, Bongsuwung, and Pingit are happy and got back their moment of gathering with

friends. This is because they can play with Realino SPM volunteers, learn English, get assisted

finishing their homework, make some creative and interesting crafts, learn, and sing new

songs, etc.

We are also grateful for the generosity of SKPI who always give us support, even in this

pandemic time. The support, attention, and kindness we got, make it possible to maintain

our activities in Jombor, Bongsuwung, and Pingit Community until now. We know that

people we served and accompanied can receive and feel the benefit of this program Walking

with the Poor: Empowering Community.
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REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY – JOMBOR

Accompaniment to children

Our accompaniment in this community was started last year. We provide English class

for children. In the beginning of our classes there were around 5-10 kids who wanted to

learn English with us. We tried to approach more families near the community who had

children. Then slowly the number of children in our community increased. But, then in the

beginning of 2021 due to the pandemic our activities with children were paralyzed. The local

government decided the policy to lock down the city and limited all of activities in public

area or with many people. We followed this policy and visit the community only for giving

them some story books or milk.

The situation in Yogyakarta got better in the middle of September 2021. Then we

discern and decide to star again our activities with children, visit them, and ask their need.

They wanted to gather and learn English again with us. So, we begin our classes this August

2021 after preparing well the requirements of Covid-19 health protocol for our volunteers

and children in Jombor. We open our classes outdoor with the intention of being safe for all.

We provide them hand sanitizer, mask, and face shield.

Counting the children in Realino Learning Community – Jombor, there are now 24

children learn English with us. We moved our place to a location more spacious to move,

play, and gather with some distance. On November 27th, 2021, we invited the children and

their parents to visit Gembira Loka Yogyakarta. It is a zoo in Yogyakarta where the children

can learn and directly see many animals. We had lunch together there and closed the day

with an attraction and presentation about mammals in Gembira Loka Zoo.

Children learn the names of planets by

playing puzzle accompanied Realino

volunteers

A kid accompanied Realino volunteer learns

about colors and gives colors to a picture
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Children from Realino Learning Community

Jombor learn English with volunteers

Distribution of milk after the English class

and learn how to say Thank You in

Indonesia and English

Children play a game with volunteers
A girl learns from an example of volunteer

how to play a grup game

Accompaniment to adults

In the beginning of 2021, we tried to start again the sewing class in Realino, especially

for women. In 2020, some of women from Jombor Community came and participated in this

activity. But this year there were no women from Jombor Community interested in this

activity. The main reason is because now most of them have their small roadside stall. They

get income from this local and small shop, not much, but it is sufficient for their daily life.

They told us that they need time to prepare their stall, wake up in the morning cooking and

cleaning their little shop, and sometimes they have order from their neighbor. There are no

more time and energy for joining our sewing class. They focused on their stall and to

accompany their kids.

This special characteristic of some adults in Jombor Community make me think twice

to prepare activities according to their needs and availability in joining us. We try another

way which we hope it could be useful. On December 2nd, 2021, we invited them to have a

class of simple financial management with Credit Union in Yogyakarta. We hope that they

can manage well their stall, especially their income and outcome every month so they can

spend wisely and save their money for the future needs, for their children or another plan.
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An facilitator from Credit Union Yogyakarta

explain about financial management

Grup discussion about financial

management with some women from

Jombor Community

A question and answer session with the

facilitator of Credit Union

A follow up meeting on Credit Union with

some women from Jombor

A woman from Jombor Community asks the

plan on joining or not Credit Union

Yogyakarta

Realino SPM listen to some questions from

women of Jombor

REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY – BONGSUWUNG

Accompaniment to children
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The situation in Realino Learning Community – Bongsuwung is quite similar with the

condition we have in Jombor. We could do many activities we planned in the beginning of

this year 2021. The children asked us when we began again our classes with them, but the

local government policy said that it was not permitted gathering in public place and inviting

many children to have some activities. So, we thought that the better way we could

accompany them was visiting them, providing them some needs for the Covid-19 health

protocol, like hand sanitizer, mask, and face shield. From January to June 2021, there were

not many activities for children in Bongsuwung. We went there regularly only for giving

them some homework on reading some story books, coloring pictures, making craft by their

self, or having conversation with some of children within 30 minutes until one hour. That

was it. The children got bored soon because what they wanted was playing, gathering in the

class, and having some activities with volunteers.

In the middle of September 2021, we started our program in Bongsuwung again. We

only had our classes with the children for two hours maximum. But that was the good

solution we have in this pandemic era. We distribute to children, materials for making craft,

books, pencil, milks, and coloring pencils. We were glad and grateful seeing their happiness

enjoying the activities with volunteers, playing together with others, running around our

class, laughing. Then, as part of our program, we brought the children, and some parents to

accompany their kids, to Galaxy Park Yogyakarta. They were happy there. It is kind of

swimming pool for children. It has kids’ playground and special zone only for kids. Therefore,

they could stay and play safe in this swimming pool.

A girl from Bongsuwung learn how to reuse

and recycle plastic trash to useful pencil box

Three children of Bongsuwung made a

frame to put photo of an activity with

Realino SPM
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Children of Bongsuwung practice and learn

about togetherness through a group game

Realino volunteer is explaining an activity

which the children are going to do

A kid learns to make a pop-up card as an

expression of gratitude to benefactors

Some children walk happily after

participating Realino activity and getting

gifts

Accompaniment to adults

It was easier to invite women from Bongsuwung to join the sewing class. In the

morning most of them do not have many activities so we can provide the sewing class. The

last sewing class we had with them is in December 2020. Then the pandemic got worst in

the beginning of 2021. Realino did not have at that time volunteer for this sewing class. Then

we got a volunteer who wanted to accompany some women in the sewing class. In May and

June 2021, we held the sewing class in Realino with 1-2 volunteers and 3-5 women from

Bongsuwung Community. But then all of activities are shut down because of the second

wave of pandemic Covid-19. The number of affected patients in Yogyakarta increased and

the government locked down the city. Until now we have not begun our sewing class again

because we do not have anyone who know well about sewing machine for accompanying

the participants of this class.
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Some women from Bongsuwung learn to

make patterns before sewing them

Some sample of products made by the

women who participated in Realino sewing

class

Realino volunteer show a woman how to

operate the sewing machine

A woman learns to draw a pattern

accompanied by our volunteer

A woman of Bongsuwung get an

explanation on the process of sewing a line

on sewing materials

A girl from Bongsuwung cut a pattern of

bag before sewing it

PINGIT COMMUNITY

Accompaniment to children

During the year 2021 our activities in Pingit Community were always held following the

health protocol of Covid-19. The children who joined our classes were varied. In general,
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every activity there were around 30 children. The majority were from kindergarten and class

1st, 2nd, and 3rd of primary school who were in total sometimes around 15 children. The other

children were from 4th, 5th, and 6th of primary school, around 10 children. And we had also

some boys and girls from junior high school, around 3-5 students every activity. In our

activities we implicated teacher who were our volunteers. Most of them were students at

some universities in Yogyakarta. With us, their coordinators manage and coordinate the

schedule, the materials of teaching. We communicate frequently with them through regular

meeting, social media, or virtual meeting by Zoom. These meetings help us to prepare and

find the needs of the children we accompany in Pingit Community. In September 2021 and

October 2021 Pingit Learning Community did evaluation of study for children from

kindergarten, primary school, and junior high school. The evaluation was made by Pingit

volunteers according to the situation of their class and the progress of the children.

To support the process of learning and teaching in Pingit Community, we provide and

repair laptop for volunteers and children. Therefore, they can prepare teaching materials,

like video, storytelling, movies, songs, etc. Another facility which we prepare for this

community is carpet for all of classes. After the classes, we always distribute milks for the

children, so they get more nutrition and increase their spirit to join our activities.

The children of Pingit Community are studying and

finish their home work with our volunteers

Some children from Pingit watch an educational

video
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An outdoor game for children in Pingit Community
Pingit volunteers and children take photo together in

from of the hall

The friendship we have with children photgraphed in

our class in Pingit Community

A volunteer play a game with children in Pingit

Community

CONCLUSION AND GRATITUDE

We acknowledge that this year is not easy for us because of the pandemic Covid-19

that affected almost all our activities, programs, and many sectors, in Realino SPM. But we

found also that we were not alone in struggling for the needs, happiness, and benefit of the

three communities we accompany: Jombor, Bongsuwung, and Pingit, for the children and

adults living in these communities. That is the reason we still walk in this path of social

services, we still be brave to prepare for the next year, we still have hope to see again the

laugh, smile, and expression of joy from the children we know very well. Our zeal to keep

befriending, collaborating, and empowering people, although we do not know when the

pandemic will disappear, is based on the progress of our programs and the growth of the

children in number and quality. That is the reason we believe and logically aware that what

we did is not useless. There are also many people who have same concern with us, want to

join our classes dedicating and contributing their time, energy, attention, and presence.
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For all support we get, we would like to thank to SKPI, Stichting Kleinschalige Projecten

Indonesië (Foundation Small Scale Projects Indonesia), especially Mr. Anton van Deursen,

Mrs. Anneke van Deursen, Mirte van Deursen, Jolanda, and Ineke de Wit. The attention,

kindness, and support of SKPI made it possible to maintain our programs for Jombor,

Bongsuwung, and Pingit Community. We are grateful for your donation every year and hope

that you could be with us here to join our classes or directly visit the children in these

communities. We thank also to our volunteers and benefactors who still give their passion to

accompany the children, spend their time with children, and support us through donation.

We hope we can continue our collaboration in 2022.

FINANCIAL REPORT

In the beginning of 2021 almost all our activities for children and adults were stopped

for the reason of the pandemic condition in Yogyakarta. Our office was still in work, but we

limited our activities outside because of the policy applied by the local government. Our

programs for children and adult started again around March 2021. Then for the second wave

of the pandemic Covid-19 (June – August 2021), again we had to cancel our activities

prepared, and started again in September 2021. As we explained on our programs held and

prepared for the children and adults in Jombor, Bongsuwung, and Pingit, here we present

the financial report with all transaction receipts attached.

NO. ACTIVITIES BUDGET EXPENSE BALANCE
1. Remaining Budget (2020) Rp. 39.305.164
2. Budget from SKPI (January 14th, 2021) Rp. 31.811.148
3. Accompaniment to Adults in Bongsuwung Rp.   6.390.600 Rp.   64.725.712
4. Accompaniment to Adults in Jombor Rp       449.000 Rp.   64.276.712
4. Accompaniment to Children in Bongsuwung Rp. 13.012.100 Rp.   51.264.612
5. Accompaniment to Children in Jombor Rp.   6.050.700 Rp.   45.213.912
6. Accompaniment to Children in Pingit Rp. 19.256.200 Rp.   25.957.712

TOTAL Rp. 71.116.312 Rp. 45.158.600
REMAINING BUDGET 2021 Rp. 25.957.712

REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY - JOMBOR
Accompaniment to Children

DATE ACTIVITY EXPENSE

11/11/2020 Materials for children's activities Rp            40.000

13/11/2020 Materials for children's activities Rp            30.000

14/11/2020 Milk for kids Rp            92.000

08/04/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp            79.700
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14/04/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp          409.500

03/06/2021 Mask Rp            35.500

10/06/2021 Milk for kids Rp            93.000

07/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp            43.000

21/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp          141.000

28/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp            72.500

19/11/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp          189.000

27/11/2021 Field Trip Rp       2.623.500

02/12/2021 Drinks for volunteers Rp          228.000

06/12/2021 Game Education Rp          349.000

27/11/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp       1.625.000

 TOTAL Rp      6.050.700

Accompaniment to Adults

DATE ACTIVITY EXPENSE

02/12/2021 Makan Siang Pertemuan CU Rp         144.000

02/12/2021 Transport Rp           75.000

02/12/2021 Snack Pertemuan CU Rp         230.000

 TOTAL Rp         449.000

REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY - BONGSUWUNG
Accompaniment to Children

DATE ACTIVITY EXPENSE

24/10/2020 Milk for kids Rp           92.000

04/11/2020 Materials for children's activities Rp           24.000

07/11/2020 Milk for kids Rp           92.000

10/11/2020 Materials for children's activities Rp           52.000

21/11/2020 Materials for children's activities Rp           11.500

21/11/2020 Milk for kids Rp           92.000

24/02/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         640.000

06/03/2021 Milk for kids Rp           92.000

12/03/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           33.000

13/03/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           81.500

20/03/2021 Milk for kids Rp           92.000

08/04/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           13.700
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17/04/2021 Milk for kids Rp           92.000

05/06/2021 Milk for kids Rp           93.000

11/06/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         179.700

18/09/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           60.600

27/09/2021 Milk for kids Rp           93.000

27/09/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         139.200

27/09/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           40.000

09/10/2021 Milk for kids Rp           94.000

09/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           97.500

16/10/2021 Milk for kids Rp         100.000

16/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         135.000

23/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         181.400

30/10/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           13.000

13/11/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           52.500

17/11/2021 P3K Rp         125.400

19/11/2021 Mask Kids Rp         111.000

19/11/2021 Survey Rp         135.000

20/11/2021 Parking Rp             5.000

20/11/2021 Parking Rp           10.000

20/11/2021 Parking Rp           10.000

20/11/2021 Parking Rp           20.000

20/11/2021 Bus Rp         500.000

20/11/2021 Bus Rp         400.000

20/11/2021 Tips Rp         100.000

20/11/2021 Gazebo Rp           30.000

20/11/2021 Gazebo Rp           60.000

20/11/2021 Ban Double Rp           40.000

20/11/2021 Ban Double Rp           50.000

20/11/2021 Ticket Rp      2.281.500

20/11/2021 Aqua Rp         176.300

20/11/2021 Snack Rp         195.000

20/11/2021 Snack Rp         637.000

20/11/2021 Lunch Rp      1.787.500

20/11/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         630.000

27/11/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp      2.774.300
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03/12/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp         202.500

09/12/2021 Materials for children's activities Rp           45.000

TOTAL Rp   13.012.100

Accompaniment to Adults

DATE ACTIVITY EXPENSE

04/11/2020 Service Rp          250.000

16/11/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

19/11/2020 Transportation Rp            30.000

23/11/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

26/11/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

30/11/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

03/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

07/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

08/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

10/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

14/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

17/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

21/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

28/12/2020 Transportation Rp            20.000

07/05/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp            27.000

21/05/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp            17.000

28/05/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp          377.300

02/06/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp            22.000

09/06/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp          179.000

18/06/2021 Transportation Rp            20.000

12/07/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp          200.000

14/07/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp              4.500

26/07/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp          171.500

18/09/2021 Material for sewing workshop Rp            36.900

17/11/2021 Camera Canon Rp       4.500.000

26/11/2021 Camera Bag Rp          250.000

29/11/2021 Silica Gel Camera Rp            65.400

 TOTAL
Rp
6.390.600
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PINGIT COMMUNITY
Accompaniment to Children

DATE ACTIVITY EXPENSE
01/03/2021 Projector Rp       4.525.000
20/02/2021 Service Laptop Rp          500.000
25/02/2021 Mobile Phone Rp       3.195.500
01/03/2021 Carpet Rp       1.050.000
18/03/2021 Speaker Laptop Rp          200.000
08/05/2021 Ramadhan Gift Rp          522.200
24/05/2021 Milks for Children Rp          372.000
24/05/2021 Milks for Children Rp          372.000
09/08/2021 Hall Reparation Rp       1.395.000
09/08/2021 Hall Reparation Rp          477.500
18/10/2021 Milks for Children Rp          282.000
08/11/2021 Microphone Portable Rp          950.000
22/11/2021 Chairs and Electric Fans Rp       1.361.000
25/11/2021 Gathering – Food Rp          515.000
29/11/2021 Snack Rp       1.950.000
29/11/2021 Clown Rental Rp       1.200.000
29/11/2021 Gathering – Food Rp          218.000
26/11/2021 Street Children Outreach Rp          171.000

 TOTAL Rp    19.256.200

GLOBAL FINANCIAL REPORT
Walking with The Poor: Empowering Community

BUDGET EXPENSE BALANCE
Remaining Budget (2020) Rp. 39.305.164
Budget from SKPI (January 14th, 2021) Rp. 31.811.148

TOTAL Rp.  71.116.312 Rp.    45.158.600
Remaining Budget 2021 Rp.  25.957.712
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Yogyakarta, December 23rd, 2021,

Fransiskus Pieter Dolle, SJ

Director of Realino - SPM

APPENDIX

Transaction Receipts

REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY - BONGSUWUNG

Accompaniment to Children
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REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY - JOMBOR

Accompaniment to Children
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PINGIT COMMUNITY

Accompaniment to Children
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Project Report – Walking with the Poor: Empowering Community
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Project Report – Walking with the Poor: Empowering Community

REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY – BONGSUWUNG

Accompaniment to Adults
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REALINO LEARNING COMMUNITY – JOMBOR

Accompaniment to Adults
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